INDEX to the Debates in the Political Club, to the Essays, Politicks, Poetry, Domestick and Foreign Occurrences, &c.

A

ADDRESS of the Lords and Commons. 453, 454
Address of the Lord Mayor and Aldermen 83
Admonition and Reproof. 70
Adventures of a Country Retirement 151
Adoration paid to outward shows censured 1245
Advice of Isocrates to a young Prince 211
Advocates for Warburton's System refuted 316
Agaric, two species thereof. 225
—Description and Synonyma of it 313
Air from Mines fatal 309
Answer to Remarks on a pretended Cure by touching for the King's Evil 240
— to a biblical question ibid, 242
—to the Address of the Lord Mayor and Aldermen 83
—to the Address of the Lords and Commons 453, 454
Anti-rather, General complaints against him and Proceedings thereon 84, 332
Antiquary Society, Charter granted them 373
Articles proposed to be enacted for Courts of Conscience 280
Alis Houlus suppressed 276
Aristotle, his Observations just; but as translated by Lord Shaftesbury absurd 233
descartes Lord Shaftesbury &c. erroneous 345
—false quotation from him ib.
Argument of the Divine Legation, Extract from it 213, 289
Astronomers, advertisement to them 236
Atem and Salted. An Eastern Tale. 498, 551
American Seeds. Lift of them 505
Attestation of Wills different as to real and personal Estates 403
Attorney, destitute character of one 237
—his Villanies discovered 238

B

Barbers harassed by Informers 414
Buffs employ'd in the Herring Fishery 473
Barbarity of a Dutch Captain 506
Behaviour at Church 366
Bill relating to the Attestation of Wills 327
Blandy poison'd by his Daughter 179, Circumstances 391, Miss's Letter to Cranston 392, charged with Parricide and committed 393
Bills which received the royal Assent 570
Biblical Question 139
Blood, mystery of flanching it 225
Birth an extraordinary one 272
Bolingbroke Lord, his character by Lord Orrery 572
Botanists queried 314
Bourdonnais's Proceeding in taking Madras 195
Brossard's Styptic 185
Blue Water its poisonous qualities 548
Burghley Lord, his Precepts for the Instruction of his Son 172
Buckston Jedediah a surprising Arithmetician 168

C

Cambridge Affairs in Parliament 328
Cancers a Cure for them 28
Carlisle, order for repairing the Fortifications 371
Case, a remarkable one in medicine 352
Cards
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Cards, their origin and Antiquity 493
Case of a foreign body received into the Uterus 507
Character of a true Englishman 465
Chancellor's Dream 43
Charter of the Embden Company 85
Christianity, its superior excellence to Paganism 570
Cheat, a remarkable one 79
Clifford, a new invention of one 219
Country Work Housed advised 524
Church on behaviour at it 366
Clowes's Opinion on the stopping of blood 226
Composition, literary, three kinds 230
Compendium of the Regency Bill 326
Confession of Welch and Jones 175
Conduct of the late War 19
Courts of Conscience recommended 219
— that established by James I. answers the ends of its Institution ib.
— erecting such in Towns in the Kingdom a common benefit ib.
Cowards described 245
Cure, some Remarks on a pretended one 238
Cures performed by Bridget Botstock 240
Cure, a remarkable one directed by a Dream 244
Cure for an ulcerated fore Throat 397

DANGER of breaking the laws of social benevolence 558
Debates in the political Club 49, 140, 253, 323, 322, 525, 598
Delicate Education of a young Lady 32
Diseases 27, 235, 307, 406, 580
Delicacy of Taste and Passion 263
Difference between the English and French determined 550
Discourse on Patience 557
Directions for the Culture of American Plants 504

Dispute between the British Sugar Colonies and the northern Colonies 330
Diogenes Letters of his 150, 542
Dispute between the Clergy and Landholders of Scotland 329
Disorder an uncommon one discovered in a Woman 272
Divining Rods how to use them 405
Divine Omnipresence, on the 546
Dutch friendship exemplified in their Inhumanity 506
Doctrine of a future State insinuated by the Prophets 427
Dutch, a method proposed for encouraging their trade 273
Dunkirk taken by Sir Thomas Morgan 355
Drowned Persons, methods of recovering them 277

EDUCATION polite, necessity and usefulness of it 302
Elections, of Balloting at them 497
Elbe, River greatly risen 277
Embalmimg three methods of 165
Emden Company their Charter 86
English Rules, Dissertation thereon 133
Errors of eminent Writers considered 315
Essay on Reputation and Admiration 136
European Factories in the East Indies, their State 193
Expressions for the Reputation of Wit 245
Extracts from Mrs. Cockburn's Works 449, 538
— Her Letter to her Son ibid.
Experiments on Bodies which red or promote putrefaction in animal Substances, by Dr. Pringle 502
Extract from the Argument of the Divine Legation 213, 289
— from Brown's Essay on the Characteristics 229, 346, 407, 508
Extract
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Extrast from a Pamphlet on the late War. 19

F

FAIR Sex qualified for learning 134
Fellow, a picture of a modern pretty one 252
Finland conquer'd by Peter I. 298
Fifth, how to calibrate them 226
—Method of fattening them ibid
Fly, an account of one destructive to hops 222
Flattering one's self absurd 245
Folly of the Vulgar exposed 240
Forgery, a jacobitical one 238
French, their Trade greatly increas'd in the East Indies 277
French Navy, Lift of 85
Future Rewards and Punishments, their Doctrine prohibited by a Decree 316
Future State, Doctrine thereof exhibited under Types 290
—Denial of it absurd 429

G

GAMING, on the Practice of it among Ladies of quality 130
Generosity and good-nature always the same 245
Geography Subterraneous, Essay thereon 305
Glattonbury Waters, their Efficacy refuted 239
—their specific gravity increased every Sunday 243
Gout in the Stomach, Dr. Radcliffes Receipt for it 562
Gosport Hospital described 224
Gratitude, its End 245
G—y, Dr. his Letter to Dr. M—n
—Vindicated 319 ibid

H

HAPPINESS, different Sources and Opinions of it 408
Harangue, a Satyrical one, on the times 455
Head, a weak one the most distracted 245
Herrings, Shetland pickled, Sale of them 271, 472

History of the Stadholdership 435
—Use of the Study of 562
—of the Incas of Peru 486
—of a Garret and its Tenants 585
Hops, causes of the destruction of 222
—a honey dew and mould ibid
—Remedies in Stripping off the leaves exploded 223
—French account of them censured ibid
Hop planters petition 328
Hops, their Sale 374
Human Nature degraded by German Theologians 45
Humour, subject to display it 245
Hurricane at Jamaica 474
——at Kingston in Jamaica 567
Husbandry, a Difertation thereon 456
Horn, one taken from a Woman's head 272

J

JEFFERIES murder'd 80
—his Niece indicted for it 178
Jews ignorant of a future State 290
Ignorance of French Surgeons 226
Imagination, its Office 230
Impudence and Modesty display'd 265
Innocence productive of solid Comfort 245
Incas or Emperors of Peru 486, 585
Journal, See Debates.
Judgment not allowed fair play 245

K

KINGSTON, Distemper there 375
King's Speech 452
King Charles I. Remarks on his Character 543
Knowledge, Newspaper and Parliamentary 334

L

LACE, Gold and Silver how to clean it 563
Ladies not intende'd mere objects of imagination 224
Latitude
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Latitude and Longitude determined 492
Letters on Self Opinion 460
—from an Uncle to his newly married Niece 553
—of Diogenes the Cynick 150, 542
—to Dr. M——n 320
Learning, useful branches of, where in pretty Fellows are known to excel 252
Leixlip and the Salmon Leap described 280
Libel, fictitious, Proceedings of Parliament in relation thereto 331, 332
Love, either passion or affection 223
—Foundation and effects of each kind 224
—of Platonick ibid.
Lift of Oliver’s House of Lords 461
—Characters and Qualification of them 462
Lovers Auction 544
Lotteries, Observations thereon 139
Love of Letters commendable 425

MANDEVILLE, Dr. examined and refuted 350
Moral Taste not universal 410
Memory, its office 230
Men blind to their own actions 245
—swayed not by Taste but Principles 413
Medals Gold, given by the D. of Newcastle 374
Mediation of a luckless Advertiser in the Lottery 406
Memento for a King’s Son 459
Melancholy State of a ruinous Beauty 35
Medical Correspondence proposed 46
Mill to grind old people young 73
M——d——on, Dr. his Letter from Hades 121
Miracles asserted 510
Middleton, Dr. an objection of his answered 426
Mind, human, progress and passions thereof 227
Minds, bent of our, discovered at Play 245
Mines Silver, in South America, a description of them 309
Minorca, History of, 25, 124
Modesty display’d 265
Moles, Author of the Book of Job 290
Motion for an Address 333
Moore’s Remarks on his Travels thro’ Italy 354
Morgan Major General, relation of his Proceedings in France and Flanders 355
M——y Alexander, Esq; proceedings against him 477, 478
Mount, a burning one in Savoy 273
Muscovites Pa’s to Heaven 551

NATURALIZATION Bill, objections for and against its passing into a Law 252
Natural History, a dissertation on 97
National Wealth calculated 120
Navy Royal, of England, lift of 166
——French, 85

OATH to be taken by Officers on Tryals by Courts Martial 248
Observations by a Lady 245
Occasional Letter on the necessity and usefulness of polite Education 302
——on the Honor that results to the Great, from their protection of Arts and Sciences 423
Orange, Prince of, his Death 371
Ore, different kinds described 310

PARLIAMENT, Summary of the most important Affairs that happened last Session 21, 153, 246, 327
——Resolution of both Houses, relating to constitutional Queries 331
——order for its sitting 273
——prorogued 572
Passion, none so pernicious as indulged contempt 234
Patience. A Discourse thereon 557
Petition
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Petitions, for and against the Naturalization Bill 251, 252
Peter the Great his Life and Reign, 7, 109, 204, 293, 418, 514, 590
Petition of the Commissioners of the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland, and a counter petition of the Hop-planters 329
— of the Merchants of London relating to the British Sugar Colonies 330
— of Any Body 331
— of the East India Company to the King 506
Plants American, their Seeds and Culture 504
Physicians, Royal College of; their election of Officers 571
Physician, a young one's Progress; and his Studies misapplied 241
— Scruples to practice on account of his Inability ibid.
— modern way to be known? 243
Persuasion the primary end of Eloquence ibid.
Picture, a true one, of a modern pretty fellow 252
Plague cured by drinking Water 244
Pleasure the primary end of poetry 232
Poverty and merit despised 245
Præmiums given by the Society of Antigalicians 470
Project for the Advancement of Religion and Morality 415
Proposal for laying a Tax on Money 394
— Taxing pensions and Salaries 395
— For shortening law proceedings ibid.
Protestants, German, a great number embark for Georgia 271
Providence, extraordinary, contained 292
Proceedings in Law oppressive 221
Proclamation for apprehending Mr. Murray 568
Proposal, atypical one, for publishing the Art of Midwifery 567
Preamble to Lord Coleraine's Will 537
Predictions of the Weather by the Sun and Moon 555
Preamble to the Act for incorporating the College of Physicians 568
Proposal for employing the Poor 523
Pride the Parent of Cruelty and Revenge 170
Phænomena at Genoa 567
Public Houses, keepers thereof obnoxious ibid.
Punishment for Male Criminals proposed 129
POETRY, Ode, after a recovery from a Dropsey 75; On a Gentleman seeing two Ladies in the Play-House 76; A general Prayer to the Deity ib. To the Author of the Universe 77; A Riddle ib. What ails my Heart a Song; ib. Mutual Love a Song, ib. Memorial Verses from the Conquest 78; a Rebus ib. To a Nobleman on his Birth-Day ib. Ode on the Moon 164; Two Songs 175; An original Poem ib. Nanny of the Hill 176; Two Epigrams ib. The Peasant ib. A Rebus ib. An Epistle from fair Rosamond to the fair Hibernian 564; Virtue superior to all external Charms an Ode 565; Passion and Night a Fable 565; Book II. Ode 14, of Horace imitated ib. an answer to a Rebus ib.
— thoughts on the perfection of God 268. — A Song ibid. — A new Song 269; Rules in Courtship ib. Chloe's Choice, a new Song ib. on a Country Life ib.; a Rebus, ib. two Answers ib.— the Female Drum, a Tale 368; Care and Generosity, a Fable 369; A new Song ib. — Verses on the Recovery of nine Persons in the small Pox, ib — Advice to the Ladies 467; Philoponax to Chromatia ibid. Mrs. Woffington's Petition to the Duke of Dorset ib. the Highland Laffie, 41
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a new Song 468; to Celia ibid.
A Bon Repos or the Way to Sleep
well 469; To a Lover who ido-
ized his Mistress ib. —The Part-
ing 454. Tim Caudle to Dorinda
666; A Rebus ib. Two An-
wers ib. On seeing a Gentleman
elegantly drest ib. Epitaph ib.
Winter a pastoral Song 612
A Song ib. The sixteenth Ode
of the book of Horace imitated
613 A. Rebus ib. Q

QUARANTINE Order for the
performance of it 271
Query to the Botanists 314
by Amico Mathematicus
by Philotechnus 267

R
AILLERY and Ridicule Spec-
cies of Poetry and Eloquence
232
Radeliffe's Receipt for the Cholic,
and Gout 562
Reason his Office 230
Reasons why more than one Wo-
man's age has not been recorded
in Scripture 240
Revelation, ancient by Dreams 244
Regency Bill, Compendium thereof
326
Religion the motive to Virtue 411
—want of it deplored 412
Remedy for corruption of Manners
415
Rewards to the Patrons of Literature
426
Reasons against laying a Tax upon
Money 495
—for adjutting the Land Tax
496
Remarks on the Character of K.
Charles II. 543
Relation of the Duke of Bucking-
ham's Entertainment at St. Ger-
main's 1671 552

Ridicule considered as a test of truth
229
Sources thereof 233
—not the test of truth 233
—it's proper use Nature and
Tendency ibid
—arises from Contempt ibid
—it's bad consequences 234
Riches, their proper Use 443
Rules for agreeable Conversation 557
—for criticizing Authors of note
316

Robbery, a remarkable one pretend-
ed to be committed on a Jew 273
Robin's diffusation on the advantages
of a liberal education 261

S
ANTA Croce and Saffia sold to
the Danes 272
Sanction of a future state not neces-
fary to civil Polity 317
Sacred Style vindicated 512
Scheme for reducing the Land Tax
395
Scripture authentic 509
Seamen, their number reduced 247
Sene, its Office, 230
Self love, imposition of it 245
Self Murder 370
Shew, outward, adoration paid to
it, cenfured 245
Shaftesbury Lord, examined and re-
jected 347
Silver, methods of extracting it from
the Ore 310, 311
—methods of refining 312, 313
mine in Potosi how discovered ib.
Sidney Algernon, Memoris of him 58
Small Pox, Persons who died there-
by 579
Social Benevolence Danger of break-
ing its Laws 558
Soap hard, method of making it 118
Specimen of the Revenues of the
French Clergy 524
Spain King of, his Order relating to
the British Navigation in the W.
Indies 277
Stanching Blood, Mystery of 225
Styptic, a safer one than Agaric or
Vitriol, ib. 568
Stebbing
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| Stebbing, Dr. his Doctrine of Types &c. refuted | H—n—y P—h—m | 533 |
| Stone Cutter's Address to the Widow of a Knight | T—m—s P—t—r | 598 |
| Study of History, use of the | Hen—y F—x | 602 |
| Suicide to prevent | Subidence, Tasting discovered in a Coffin | 219 |
| Summary of the most important affair in last Session of Parliament. | Suicide, Delicacy of Taste | 263 |
| Supply, Committee of.--Observations on them, and those of the Committee of Ways and Means | Suicide, fine, inapplicable from strong Senfe | 264 |
| Subsidy Treaty with the K. of Poland | Taylor's, Dispute between the Masters and Journeymen | 372 |
| Souls immortality asserted | Thoughts on Family | 73 |
| Swift Dean, Lord Orrery's account of his Life Character and Writings | Theft-catchers, their villainous Schemes exposed | 237 |
| Speech of Th—m—s Pr—fe on the regency Bill | Throat fore, Remarks on an epidemic one | 308 |
| ——Ch—s Y—ke, | Time, Importance of it | 39 |
| ——N—s Fa—k—ly | ——how to be employed | 40 |
| ——A—r—r On—d—w | Touch, royal, for the king's evil, vain and superfluous | 238 |
| ——Sir D—y R—d—r | Trade in Holland, Plan for encouraging | 273 |
| ——L—d St—n—ge | Travels and Adventures of a pack of Cards | 494 |
| ——W—m M—rr—y S. G. | VESUVIUS an eruption there | 474 |
| ——Sir J—n B—r—n—d | Virtue, the means of solid Comfort | 245 |
| ——Of the E—l of E—g—t on | ——Definitions of it | 346 |
| the Westminster election | ——how defective | ibid |
| ——L—d C—ke | Virgula Divina, its properties and use | 404 |
| ——G—ge L—e | Volatile Salts, their effects | 503 |
| ——H—n—y F—x | Uterus, a Needle extracted from it | 507 |
| ——Sir R—h—d Ll—d | W. All, Dr. his method of treating the ulcerated sore Throat; | 397 |
| ——Of the E—l of E—g—t on | Water, Salt and soil, method of rendering it fresh clear and wholesome | 217 |
| the Motion for an Address | ——fit for Painters, Dyers and other Artificers | 218 |
| ——W—ll—m P—t—t | Way, modern, of being known, | 443 |
| ——H—r—e W—l—p—e sen | Way to remedy the idle and dissipate behaviour of the lower Clafs of People | 221 |
| ——Sir J—n H—n—c—t—n | Warburton's | |
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Warburton's supposition that the Sanctions of Moles's law were purely temporal ill-founded 318
Weather Observations thereon 27, 235, 307, 406, 579
Wealth, national, calculated 120
Wealth, fame and power, principal objects of our attention 229
Well, Jeffop's, account thereof 234
West David, remarks on his pretended cure 238
Wisdom's Institution of a Prince 1

Z

ZOSIMUS, relation from him, of the Plague being cured by a Dream. 244
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A

Abercorn 279
Adams 186
Allen 88, 778
Albermarle 89
Allingham 188
Andrews 90
Anderdon 477
Asher 871
Arundel 87, 573
Atton 187
Afston 185
Aylcroft 90
Aynscomb 278

B

Bolton 279, 475
Brook 90
Boltingbrooke 185
Brand 185
Bradley 279
Brackenbury 474
Bramston 475
Brown 278
Burrowes 89
Butler 90
Bury 185
Burton 186
Burgundy 180
Buxton 88
Burns 278
Burlen 278
Burt 475
Burren 478

C

Cambridge 573
Cardenell 185
Carter 475
Cartwright 572
Calender 90
Carleton 187
Castle 187
Casberd 87
Champion 89
Child 185
Chetwynd 188
Chambers 278
Churchill 278
Charlton 572

D

Darolles 87, 187
Dance 478
Davis 90, 188
Dayrel 572
De Colne 185
De Bordes 185
Dickens 188
Dillon 476
Dowglas 278
Doddridge 279
Doubleday 475
Dux 478
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New system of midwifery by Brudenell Extmton, M. D. 189
A practical essay on the use and abuse of warm bathing in gouty cases 282
A treatise on the theory and practice of midwifery 372
Prosper Martani annotationem in Cocasons Promotiones Synopsys, accurante R. Schomberg. M. D. 575
A treatise on the diseases most frequent in the W. Indies 575
A dissertation on the origin of the venereal disease 575
The nature of the nervous fluid and animal spirits demonstrated 575
Some reflections on the causes and circumstances that may retard or prevent the putrefaction of dead bodies 575

THEOLOGY, PRACTICAL.

ESSAYS on the principles of morality and natural religion 19
Essay on education 189
Dr. Brown's Sermons 139
Argument from apolitical tradition for infant baptism considered 189
The christian's pocket companion 189
Impartial inquiry into the time of the Meleiah 198
Letter to a friend on occasion of a latebook entitled Essays upon morality and natural religion 198
Itinerarium totius veteris scripture 282
The Lords day evening entertainment 282

DIVINITY, MORALITY.

GRAND question debated 378
Greek of the first epistle of St. Paul to the Thessalonians explained 378
Essay on anger and forgiveness 278
Bean Philosopher 378
Whole duty of man according to the holy scriptures 378
Works of archbishop Sharp 378
Full and final reply to Mr. Toil's defence of Dr. Middleton's free inquiry 378
Animadversions on Mr. Brown's essays on the character of Sharp 474
Dissertationes, critico-sacrae auctore Georgio Cofard. A. M. 574
Serious thought on the perseverance, affected and vindicated 573

MISCELLANEOUS.

A true account and translation of a modern bill of fare 292
A new guide to the French tongue ib.
The case of John Hamilton against Joseph Hickey, attorney 282
Memoirs of a coxcomb ib.
Letters of Pliny the younger ib.
An answer to the serious enquiry 378
An essay to the earl of Orrery ib.
The plain-singer's companion ib.
Free and impartial considerations upon the free and candid disquisitions ib.
A letter to the Fool ib.
Account of Mrs Blandy's pamphlet 480
The Fair Wanderer 484
The Chinese Spy 480
A genuine account of the life and transactions of Howell and David Price ib.
The adventures of capt. Pet. de la Fontaine ib.
The value of a child ib.
Mercy for Methodists ib.
The gentleman's and lady's palladium for the year 1772 ib.
The modern story-teller ib.
A collection of letters, written by Mr. Pope and others to A. Hill, Esq; 486
Curiosity remarks on Mr. Warburton's new edition of Pope's works 573
Hermes; or, a philosophical enquiry concerning language and universal grammar 574
Q. Hortatii Flacci Epistola ad Augustum ib.
A museum for young gentlemen and ladies ib.
Remarks on a late edition of Shakespeare ib.
The battle of the brief ib.
The petition of the unborn babes to the const of the college of physicians ib.
A defence of Dr. Fuscus and Dr. Maulus against the petition of the unborn babes ib.
Orthographia; or, the new English instructor ib.
Amelia ib.
Every man in his humour ib.
Oliver Cromwell ib.
Polite companion ib.

LAW, POLITICKS.

BARONIES by writ and other honours 189
Collection of English precedents relating to the office of an attorney 282
The present state of the Tobacco trade 378
The importance of settling and fortifying Nova Scotia ib.
The maritime dictionary 574
The ruinous condition of the tobacco trade ib.
The sailor's happiness 575
Liberty invaded ib.

TRADE
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TRADE and COMMERCE.

MONEY and trade consider'd, by the celebrated John Law, Esq; 189
Lec-mercuria rediviva ib.
Liberty and right.

PHYSICS, MATHEMATICS.

A New book of Chinele, Gothic, and modern chairs, with the manner of putting them in perspective 282
Harmonics, or, the philosophy of musical sounds ib.
The mathematician ib.
Euclid's elements ib.
The theory of the moon made perfect 575
Young Algebraist's companion 189
Martinet's guide ib.

An essay towards the improvement of navigation 189
Chinese architecture ib.
Introduction to the doctrine of fluxions ib.
Orchard's; or, sea charts of the Orkney and Lewis islands 169
Deprincipiis animalibus Exercitationes a
Guliel. Battie, M. D. ib.
Lectures on natural philosophy ib.
Compendious division ib.
Architectural remembrance 189

SERMONS.

Ministers not lords over the faith of christians; by Tho. Amory 189
God the mariner's only hope 282
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ACCESSION of his present Majesty to the Throne commemorated B 189
BIRTH day his present majesty's rejoicings on that occasion 382
Ode on the occasion ib.
Boyne, battle of, gratefully commemorated 92
Bridge, Essex, repaired with timber C 389
COMMONS, house of, their address to his majesty, 381.
To the Duke of Dorset ib.
His Grace's answers ib.
Commencement, University 381
Coronation of his majesty commemorated 381
Charleville School, Examinations at, D 94, 384, 577

DORSET Duke of, his arrival, 283.
Veriies on that occasion, ib.
Opened the taylions, 379.
His speech to both houses of P. ib.
Their addresses, ib.
380.
His Grace's answers ib.

EXPORTS and Imports of the Port of Dublin, 94, 190, 286, 384, 480, 613
—of Cork, 96, 192, 288, 385, 482, 578
Election of Magistrates at Cork 94
— at Limerick ib.
— at Dublin 286
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The End of the Second Volume.